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Hydromer and mediq Team Up: To Provide Unique Global Value To Life-Science Companies and Investors

Together We Are Advancing Medical and Life-Science Innovations

Our new symbiotic relationship between Hydromer and mediq means your project and enterprise will benefit from the blended expertise around our manufacturing, regulatory, clinical study design, and our distribution strategy, to help speed your medical devices to market.

Your Single Point Advantage: Hydromer contract manufacturing (CMO) presence in the United States combined with Mediqs clinical, regulatory and hospital resources in Germany, Israel, and Norway, can remarkably streamline and accelerate your path to earlier revenues and faster product adoption. This new and exciting relationship will empower your company with a new single source for fast, reliable European influence and ingenuity from mediq, while also, giving you access to Hydromer's 40 year track record as a medical coating specialist and CMO with ISO/FDA certified facilities and capabilities, right here in the USA.

What Defines Us At Hydromer

We are an innovative company with a storied history of bold innovation in the development, manufacturing, and commercialization of specialty devices, coatings and formulations that materially enhance the performance and value of complex medical devices for many of the world's most renowned companies. With over 40 years of expertise in Human, Animal and Industrial technologies, we stand ready to help you pioneer your products into the global medical market. Some of our top clients are Bard, J&J and Teleflex. Via our Subsidiary, Biosearch Medical Products, we are an ISO 13485:2016 certified and FDA registered company.
What Defines Us At mediq
mediq is a strategy and innovation consulting firm for the German and European healthcare market. We specialize in strategy development for technology and service innovations. Our professional services cover three main areas, which we believe are mutually essential for success, strategy formation, clinical validation, regulatory, and reimbursement. We have powerful relationships with leading hospitals around Germany and the EU. Come see how we can leverage Europe in new ways, for earlier First In Man (FIM) studies, speed to market, and revenues. We follow a concept to completion approach, that ensures our strategies are implementable working solutions.

How we are both your single point advantage:
Want to see how together mediq and Hydromer can provide our blended know-how, facilities, expertise, infrastructure and vast network of clinical Key Opinion Leaders (KOL) and strategic customers to accelerate your project or company?

Visit us at:
www.Hydromer.com
www.innovationexperts.de